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Dear Parents/Carers,
What a great week in school!
Pupils and staff are fully immersed in their work and some of the outcomes are truly brilliant. A few
examples include year 5 pupils showing great flair in their DT lessons. Fairground rides that focus on
pulleys in product design, pupils making cheese scones and listening to every word from Miss Emerson
in food technology. I also have to admit to sneaking in over the past few weeks and sampling their
culinary creations. Finally, in textiles, pupils develop their knowledge of plastic waste and responsible
materials to design and make a linen bag. Some of the machine stitching and applique skills are very
advanced for their age. There was also some lovely conversation about sewing machines. The joy of
pupils engaging in demanding tasks is a key feature of the middle school curriculum.
Year 6 are taking full advantage of extra-curricular activities. The pictures attached are from the key
stage 2 science club where they have been designing and assembling chemical lava lamps. I mentioned
the strong uptake of clubs last week and this continues. Seeing pupils excitedly move around school to
get to the classroom with such vigour and enthusiasm is so lovely to witness.
In Art year 7 are studying David Hockney after their unit of Lowry. Pupils begin by learning about him
and his style of art and showing their knowledge and skill in producing art works in his style. Pupils
talking confidently about horizon lines, landscapes and vanishing points are a highlight. The quality of
work produced in sketchbooks really is something to see. In the geography department Chromebooks
are being used to quiz pupils' knowledge retention and application through low stakes quizzing that
forms part of our knowledge retrieval. I maintained a safe distance after being cajoled into completing
a RE version last week by 7KR!

Finally, back to science with year 8 and their learning about acids and alkalis through boiling red
cabbage! The collaboration between pupils, focus on accuracy and understanding of conducting fair
tests, was a key feature in addition to the key learning of acids and alkali.
Well done to all the pupils who entered this autumn's European Day of Languages competition - there
were so many fantastic entries showing an enthusiasm for language learning at EMS.
Congratulations to the following pupils who were chosen as winners as well as those receiving a special
mention and/or whose work is displayed in school.
The three winners are:
Adam R 5FW, Zoë M - 6JB, Isabella H 7RDF

Special mentions to:
Evie H 5MB, Imogen H 5FW, Conor C 5MB, Leanna A 5LE (and an extra special mention to year 5 for the
incredible number of entries - well done Year 5!), Thomas B - 6JNH, Harrison H 7FC.
All in all, the buzz and enjoyment the pupils show in their learning is so fantastic. In addition to having
a full school for the past 6 weeks things are really taking off. We have a rolling average of five pupils
absent due to COVID and I will keep you posted if things change. The Government continues to
communicate the importance of attendance and this is something we track closely. The average in the
South West is a touch under 90%, we stand just above this as our whole school average continues to
recover from September.
On Thursday evening we had a small gathering of anti-vax protesters around the school gates. Thanks
to the swift response from our local PCSO and strong staff presence they moved on before our pupils
left school.
Enjoy the range of photos provided by the science and art department over the page and please enjoy
a great weekend. In our household the tree and decorations will be coming out and going up!
Mr Christopher

